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Even those familiar with experimental electronic music will probably be
introduced to at least a dozen new artists by Mono No Aware , the new
compilation from Berlin’s PAN label. Featuring 16 tracks by 16 artists –
mostly obscure or anonymous – and sprawling to nearly eighty minutes,
Mono No Aware  opens up two daunting rabbit holes: the experience of
listening to the album itself, and the post-album exercise of combing
through PAN’s Bandcamp to see what the best of these artists are about.
It burrows deep but dares you to keep digging.

It’s no help how confounding this music is. It’s not part of any clear pop-
music narrative. It’s too confrontational to be ambient, too lush to be
noise; the best description for it might be “computer music,” which label
boss Bill Kouligas used in an interview to describe Florian Hecker’s Sun
Pandamonium. Hecker and other Mego artists like Pita and Fennesz are
probably the best reference point for this music, especially in their willingness to turn the formless constructions of
ambient into something emotionally gripping, something that demands your full attention.

Samples are a major part of this music, and though most are woven into the background, some form the emotional
fulcra of their pieces. Two of the first three pieces are partitioned by monologues. “Life hits me hard again,” gasps a
soft female voice on Malibu’s “Held” before yielding to a gorgeous landscape of low-hanging Auto-Tune and
slowcore guitar. Oli XL’s “Heretic” evokes Vladislav Delay’s early ambient records like Anima, but instead of Antye
Greie’s calm vocalese, a worried voice whispers “save your soul” – not very reassuring.

Yves Tumor’s stunning “Limerence” churns along placidly until it’s interrupted by a monologue, seemingly a
recording of a woman trying to make a video with her boyfriend. “We’ve been together for…,” she coos before
bursting into laughter. We never find out how long they’ve been together, and he never answers her urgings to “say
something.” Though he’s probably just asleep, the dialogue sounds a bit like one of those scenes in horror movies
where the victim-to-be thinks the noises the killer’s making are just her boyfriend playing a prank. Though Tumor’s
ostensibly presenting a cute domestic scene, the uncertainty’s enough to make you feel queasy.

The other tracks, especially in the compilation’s second half, are mostly downcast drone defined by corroded synth
pads and pendulous chord changes. Of this material, the best cut is Ayya’s “Second Mistake,” whose elastic synth
loop is ominous but oddly catchy. Some cuts hew closer to noise, like Kouligas’s own “VXOMEG” and Jeff Witscher’s
“Ok American Medium.” You may know Witscher as Rene Hell, who released a split with Oneohtrix Point Never at
the peak of the latter’s career; that that alone makes him the second most famous person here, behind the
increasingly talked-about Tumor, should tell you about how deep this compilation digs.

As you’ve probably guessed, this isn’t your harmless walk-in-the-park ambient. You’re more likely to enjoy it if you’re
a fan of the more emotionally demanding work of William Basinski or Stars of the Lid than guileless artists like Gas
and Loscil. Indeed, Mono No Aware  can get a bit glum as it wears on. But listeners who might not want to wallow in
the shadows this album casts can just pick out a name they like and explore further from there. The artists here hail
from all corners of the globe – Tennessee, Belgium, China, Cairo – and all have their own stories to tell.
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